Since Grover Demonstrated the database search algorithm [4] , many applications of this algorithm have been studied [1, 2] . The quantum counting [3] is one of the most important applications with using the quantum Fourier transform. Given a quantum oracle, the quantum counting can find the number t of solutions of the oracle through in unordered N elements with O( √ tN ) operations, whereas O(N ) operations are required on a classical computer. When we realize such quantum algorithms, decoherence is inevitable since our apparatus are surrounded with environment and open systems for us. Therefore treating the decoherence should be always one of significant problems. In the previous works, there have been only a few theoretical and numerical analyses of the decoherence related to especially Shor's factoring [6] and Grover's algorithm [7, 8, 9, 10] .
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In this work, we investigate the decoherence related to the first order term of error rare on the quantum counting and expand our results to the phase estimation algorithm such as the factoring, which is one of key algorithms for quantum computation. Assume the depolarizing channel as error models, which is defined ρ
, where ρ is a density matrix on C 2 and d is an error rate. Figure 1 shows a circuit for the quantum counting, which is composed of two registers, called the first register and the second register, and G is a Grover operation determined by an input oracle. In order to reveal significant influences of the first order term of errors, we calculate probability distributions on the quantum counting in two cases of errors on each register. Furthermore, we compare robustness of circuits for the quantum counting against the decoherence between two implementations, the ascending-order and the descending-order, shown in Figure 2 . Probability distributions of two implementations are the same if no error occurs.
In case that the depolarizing channel is applied on the first register in the quantum counting, we show that a probability distribution has mainly wrong peaks at a distance of the power of two from correct peaks and also show that probability distributions between the ascending-order and the descendingorder circuit are the same. On the other hand, in case of errors on the second register, we reveal probability distributions on two circuits are completely different. If the decoherence occurs on the ascending-order circuit, then wrong outputs of the quantum counting near correct one are obtained, while if on descending-order circuit, two wrong outputs 0 and N , the size of an unordered database, are obtained with high probability independently of an input oracle. Additionally, the correct output is obtained with higher probability on the ascendingorder circuit than on the descending-order one. We also discuss weakness against decoherence on an efficient implementation, so-called semi-classical [5] , for the phase estimation * hasepyon@is.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp † yura@fun.ac.jp Figure 1 : Circuit for the quantum counting 
